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Developmental Engine Fuel Variance Program operated by CDMS.7  Again, the 
multimedia evaluation requirements of H&S §43830.8 that apply to fuels for which 
CARB adopts specifications would not apply in this case and adverse environmental 
impacts can occur.  Allowing new fuels that are part of this program to be sold for 
purposes of LCFS compliance without having an approved multimedia evaluation would 
increase the likelihood that fuel producers would seek to use this program and the 
likelihood that new fuel that leads to unmitigated adverse environmental impacts would 
be used in California.  These potential environmental impacts that the LCFS regulation 
could create as a result of the proposed elimination of the multimedia evaluation 
requirements were not considered in the Environmental Assessment.           

11. In addition, the Alternative Diesel Fuel regulation proposed by CARB staff creates
another way by which new fuels with potential adverse environmental impacts could be 
sold in California for purposes of LCFS compliance should the multimedia evaluation 
requirements be eliminated.  Currently, fuels involved in Stage 1 or Stage 2 of the LCFS 
regulation are not required to have completed a multimedia evaluation and therefore 
could not be sold for purposes of LCFS compliance until they reach Stage 3, at which 
point completion of a multimedia evaluation and adoption of fuel specifications by 
CARB are required.  Elimination of the current multimedia evaluation requirements from 
the LCFS regulation as now proposed by CARB staff, would allow fuels in Stage 1 and 
Stage 2 to be sold for purposes of LCFS compliance before the potential adverse 
environmental consequences have been assessed or mitigated.  Again, these potential 
environmental impacts due to the LCFS were not considered in the Environmental 
Assessment. 

12. In summary, retention of the current LCFS requirements that new fuels have received
an approved multimedia evaluation pursuant to H&S §43830.8 before being allowed to 
be sold for purposes of LCFS compliance is the only way to ensure that the LCFS is not 
responsible for use of these new fuels creating potential adverse environmental impacts.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and correct.  

Executed this 19th day of June, 2015 at Sacramento, California. 

JAMES M. LYONS 

7 See http://www.cdfa.ca.gov/dms/programs/petroleum/DevelopmentalFuels/RelevantLawsInstructionsChecklist.pdf  


